
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Dear Colleagues! 
 
We invite you to take part X International scientific and practical conference “Problems of 
Sustainable Development of the Regions of the Republic of Belarus and Neighboring 
Countries” May 13-14, 2021 
 
 
The procedure for submission of materials  
To participate in the events, please send an application to the organizing committee by April 25, 
2021 and the text of the report.  
An application for participation in the conference is made on the website konf.msu.by through 
google form REGISTER without attached publication 
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJIDVG7612HWqwIc2fDN3Wf1exirC3XWtoPI 
y2tZTZeT1vaw/viewform).  
The text of the report is submitted to the address: k-eup-mgu@rambler.ru  
The file name should consist of the surname and initials of the author (eg: Petrov V.M.).  
In the “topic” of the electronic the letter states: “Conference”.  
A personal invitation and a contract form for participation in events will be sent after receiving 
the application and the text of the report. 
Conclusion of a contract is a prerequisite inclusion of materials in the collection of the 
conference.  
The size of the registration fee will be reported in invitation.  
The registration fee for the conference participants includes the costs of publication of a 
collection of scientific articles and its placement in the scientometric base of the RSCI.  
Texts articles will be published in the collection of scientific articles on the materials of the 
conference after its holding. Mogilev State A.Kuleshov University has the right to post materials 
in the electronic in the archive of the university library and in the Russian Science Citation Index 
at platform elibrary.ru in the public domain.  
 
The procedure for placing materials  
Materials sent by the authors after receiving the contract (scanned contract) and receipts for 
payment of the registration fee (scanned receipt) will be posted on the website X International 
scientific and practical conference “Problems of sustainable development regions of the Republic 
of Belarus and neighboring countries” at konf.msu.by.  
 
Requirements for the submitted materials  
The text of the report is submitted in the editor Microsoft Word, font Times New Roman, 14pt; 
single spacing. All fields - 2.5 cm.  
The volume of the text of the report, including the list literature - up to 4 full pages.  
The first line is the UDC index (left alignment, normal font).  
The second line - the title of the article in capital letters (center alignment, font bold).  
The third line - surname (s), first name, patronymic of the author (s) (center alignment, font bold)  
The next line - position, place of work, academic degree, academic title, city, country (center 
alignment, normal font).  
On the next line is the email address (center alignment, font normal).  
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The next line is an annotation (in the language of the article 12 pt, justified alignment, font 
normal).  
Through a line - the text of the article (paragraph indentation 1.25 cm, justified alignment, font 
normal).  
Through a line - a list of references (justified alignment, normal font, size font - 12 pt).  
 
Technical requirements for the design of the text of the article: 
• justified alignment, normal font, font size - 14 pt;  
 paragraph - 1.25 cm - set through the “paragraph” menu, it is prohibited to set a paragraph with 
the Tab key;  
 the text is typed without hyphenation in words;  
 pages are not numbered;  
 initials that accompany the surname (S.I.Novikov), abbreviations (etc., etc., XX century), the 
names of settlements (Mogilev) are printed through non-breaking space (press Ctrl + Shift + 
space at the same time), and abbreviations like the 90s, 5th are printed with a continuous hyphen 
(the keys Ctrl + Shift + hyphen are pressed at the same time); 
• shrinking and stretching the text is not allowed;  
 references are given in the text in square brackets, where the first digit is a number source from 
the list of references, the second is the page number (for example, [3, p. 31– 32]).  
 Images used in articles for insertion into the text of the collection additionally provided in 
separate TIFF files with resolution of at least 300 dpi, in real size, in color CMYK or grayscale 
models. Diagrams from MS programs Excel, MS Visio are provided in the form of images of the 
corresponding quality.  
 
Technical requirements for the design of the list of references:  
 a list of sources used is given after the main text in alphabetical order;  
 first, the sources are given in Cyrillic, and then, if any, - Latin script;  
 information about each source must be printed without indentation, number manually; 
 the list of used literature is drawn up in accordance with with the requirements of GOST 7.1.  
 
The organizing committee has the right to select the submitted texts.  
Inappropriate content specified requirements that do not correspond to the conference theme, 
criteria the scientific nature of the text or those in need of proofreading are rejected.  
The organizing committee does not give certificates on the progress of the examination of 
individual works.  
Authors of materials and scientific supervisors of undergraduate and graduate students are 
responsible for the accuracy citations, stylistic and grammatical errors.  
Materials will pass checking for borrowings.  
 
Organizing committee address:  
212030, Belarus, Mogilev, st. Leninskaya, 35, office. 221 (Faculty of Economics and Law). Fax: 
+ 375 (222) 28 36 26 E-mail: k-eup-mgu@rambler.ru  
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